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Abstract: This article analyzes the available readiness indexes and maturity models applied for
trends designated as “4.0”, with a focus on Industry 4.0, primarily within the countries of Europe.
Based upon it, the available indexes and maturity models are organized into the individual layers
of the metamodel; a proposal for this metamodel is this article’s main output. Simultaneously,
as-yet-uncovered places for the development of existing maturity models, as well as space for further
detailed research into the application of Industry 4.0 in theory and in practice, are identified on the
basis of this metamodel.
Keywords: Society 4.0; Industry 4.0; maturity model; readiness index; Industry 4.0 readiness; cyber
security risk

1. Introduction—Industry 4.0 Trends Are Part of a Society-Wide Digitalization
The further digitalization, robotization, and automation of manufacturing are the main goal-points
of the trends that are collectively being called Industry 4.0. This closed life cycle for products and
services is leading to a conception termed the “Circular Economy.” Its relations to Industry 4.0 are
developed in detail, e.g., in [1]. When we consider how highly relevant the trends termed “Industry 4.0”
are, we have to admit that the beginnings of the incorporation of automation elements into industrial
practice date back to not merely this decade, but rather almost 40 years ago, in the form of, e.g.,
FMS (Flexible Manufacturing Systems) [2]. Furthermore, already within CIM (Computer Integrated
Manufacturing) [3], we can find the digitalization of the production system and the product. Speaking
in retrospect today, we call this period of the last century the “third industrial revolution,” while
describing the current phase as the subsequent one—the “fourth industrial revolution”. The word
“revolution” is fully justified here, because besides merely encompassing technical areas, the “4.0
trends” affect most areas of society; for example, Farming 4.0, Health 4.0, or AlmaMater 4.0.
Various authors are already coming to terms with this fact in various ways today [4,5]. Some
are introducing the term “5th Industrial Revolution,” or “Industry 5.0” [6,7]. Others—including the
authors of the present article—would instead make do with the term “information society” to describe
our current society. An information society can, of course, have varying significant and independently
evaluable stages during its further development. This approach corresponds with an approach that
incorporates a greater distance and detachment. Among other things, certain historians, for example,
are moving towards such a perception of important historical milestones as a part of a greater whole.
At present, it is beginning to become unnecessary to primarily focus on awareness-raising
regarding what 4.0 trends are and what they can bring. These trends are, at least in certain respects,
already advancing quickly within many enterprises, and furthermore, their dynamics correspond
to the high pace of change overall today. Meanwhile, these are not technological changes alone;
they also include further changes, e.g., to demographics and the climate. Thus, the question today
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is not “whether,” but “when,” i.e., how fast 4.0 trends will penetrate into the day-to-day lives of
enterprises—and beyond them into society overall.
Various readiness indexes and maturity models can help companies to make easier, and also faster,
decisions concerning the question of in which areas they should build up Industry 4.0, and at what
tempo. Both of these, meanwhile, indicate not only a company’s own position, but also the positions of
its competition. At present, attention is shifting towards tasks connected with the execution of needed
changes and towards specifying the expectations other than merely profit that are connected with their
deployment. For example, achieving the highest possible flexibility and increasing the availability
of products and services, along with further decreasing costs, lowering resource consumption, and
decreasing the environmental impact, etc.
The goal of the present article is to analyze and summarize readiness indexes and maturity
models, compare their basic characteristics, and incorporate them into a metamodel that we propose.
This metamodel organizes selected maturity models and readiness indexes relative to each other,
while simultaneously identifying areas where there is potential for further research. Last but not least,
the proposed metamodel is an important guideline for the development of subsequent detailed analyses
of areas such as security—which will play a very important role in enterprises’ readiness levels.
2. Methodology and Data Collection
The fundamental methodology used in this article is that of studying subject literature and
comparing the facts thus found, both among each other and with our mental models in the area
of Industry 4.0. The basic set of data that was used for comparing Industry 4.0 models comprised
publications. From among monographs, meanwhile, it comprised the outputs of prestigious publishers,
located primarily in Germany, the USA, and other countries where the concept that corresponds to the
ideas of Industry 4.0 is under constant development.
The outputs obtained from working to answer our questions while studying the topic literature
can be divided into two main categories. The first of these is the methodological category: how to
look at models of Industry 4.0, and through which criteria to classify and evaluate views of them.
Here, the output is a dimensional view, i.e., dividing up views of Industry 4.0 model evaluations
by individual dimensions. These dimensions are listed in Section 4. The rating scales within the
dimensions closely tie into these dimensions.
Most important among the other outputs, meanwhile, is the table in Section 4.2, which contains a
classification of Industry 4.0 maturity models and also identifies opportunities for the further expansion
of research.
When composing them, we had to take into account the fact that the available readiness
assessments and models of maturity for Industry 4.0, and more generally for digitalization, reflect the
trends in recent years, and thus a set of roughly two dozen different maturity models serves for the
purposes of this article. Meanwhile, the readiness assessments are based upon one of two approaches.
The first of these is the collecting of a large quantity of data from the given set of evaluated entities (e.g.,
for readiness indexes, this is NRI (Networked Readiness Index), GII (Global Innovation Index), or GCI
(Global Competitiveness Index)). The evaluated indicators are then scored and, based on their overall
results, rankings of the evaluated entities or entire countries are constructed. The second of them is the
use of an evaluation method that only assesses the situation for a single entity (enterprise), based on a
pre-formulated maturity-model scale, and provides a value—a rating—for the given enterprise (very
often on a scale from 1 to 5, expressed, for example, in words ranging from beginner to expert, or in
some cases master, etc.)
We have integrated the following things within our work on creating the proposed metamodel:
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A view of the present with future development termed “5.0”. The inclusion of the 0th level in the
metamodel corresponds with this;
A view of the “macro,” i.e., state, level, as well as of the “micro,” i.e., enterprise level. Levels 1
and 2 correspond to this, or more precisely, these two along with levels 3 and 4 (for the “macro”
level) and 4 through 6 (for the “micro” level) as well.

This model has also produced the prerequisites for a basic framework into which more detailed
readiness models from level 6 onwards can be placed. An elaboration for the enterprise/technologies
area and one for the enterprise/IT area-dimension are two examples of such models. Meanwhile,
examples of sub-dimensions of the enterprise/IT area may include, e.g., applications in the ERP
systems category that correspond to the seventh level of the metamodel for this meaning-dimension,
for an enterprise with appropriate attributes.
It follows from the contents of the available, analyzed sources that they all have one assumption
in common: that all of the current digitalization trends share classifiability as “Industry 4.0”. However,
this unfortunately need not necessarily be the case, and the approaches actually do not share this
trait. It would also be appropriate to also take the fact that not even Industry 4.0 is the final stage
of development—neither for enterprises nor for technologies—into account in any view of current
evaluation approaches.
3. Theoretical Background—An Overview of the Readiness Indexes and Maturity Models for
Evaluating Enterprises’ Readiness for Industry 4.0
A study of the literature was our fundamental starting point for composing an overview of the
available evaluation frameworks. An analysis of these is provided in the chapters below.
3.1. Enterprises’ Industry 4.0 Readiness Based on Readiness Indexes
An enterprise always exists within a particular environment, which in many cases preconditions,
and in many other cases even predetermines, its digitalization and its general ability to innovate. Thus,
we can look at the evaluation of enterprises not only from the “micro” standpoint, i.e., that of the given
enterprise, but also—necessarily in fact—from the standpoint of its broader context and its links to it.
Among other things, one of the individual dimensions of the German RAMI 4.0 reference model for
Industry 4.0, mentioned frequently by many authors, also contains this link within itself [8,9]. Within
this “macro” view, we are viewing the whole of society, or individual nations. Multiple significant
readiness indexes have long existed in this respect (Table 1), such as:

•
•
•

NRI (Networked Readiness Index) [10];
GII (Global Innovation Index) [11];
GCI (Global Competitiveness Index) [12].
And further

•

OECD scoreboard [13].
For direct evaluations of Industry 4.0, meanwhile, this concerns:

•

The Industry 4.0 Readiness Index from Roland Berger [14].

These “macro” readiness evaluations more generally point towards overall prerequisites for
digitalization in a given country, including its readiness for innovation, which are equally important
for the development of Industry 4.0. One factor shared in common by these “macro” evaluations is
a large number of countries analyzed, as well as a large scope (quantity) for the evaluated criteria.
In many cases, the fact that these indexes form long-term time series (starting in 2002, for example, in
the case of NRI)—rather than only having appeared in connection with Industry 4.0—is another factor.
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Another interesting fact from the methodological standpoint is that they typically produce a
single value achieved by a given country within the given readiness-evaluation index, and thereby
provide that country with feedback on its placement relative to other countries. This is not, therefore,
an absolute rating, but rather a relative placement within an evaluated set of economies, with the
possibility of comparing its trends over time.
The term “Society 4.0” likewise provides an overview of a nation and its economy alongside the
above-mentioned indexes within “4.0 development.” That is, within “Society 4.0,” alongside “Industry
4.0,” one can find further “4.0” areas as well, such as the above-mentioned “Farming 4.0,” focused on
agricultural food production, and, e.g., public services such as “Health 4.0” and “Alma Mater 4.0.”
Last but not least, there is e-Government (or “Government 4.0”), as well as concepts that are overall
marked with the keyword “smart.” Trends such as smart cities, smart homes, the smart grid, etc., can
serve as examples here, with smart factories, meanwhile, being an example from industry. Within this
article, the following description goes on to focus on the area of Industry 4.0 alone.
Table 1. The main readiness indexes.
Index
Abbreviation

Index Name

Evaluating
Authority

Number of Individual
Indicators

Number of Countries
Evaluated

NRI

Networked Readiness
Index

WEF World
Economic Forum

51

139

GII

Global Innovation Index

Cornell University,
INSEAD, WIPO

81

127

OECD score-board

Science, industry and
technology Scoreboard

OECD

200

31

RBI

RB Industry 4.0
Readiness Index

Rolland Berger

The size of the industry’s
share in the GDP forms the
evaluation’s second axis
alongside this RB Index itself

24

3.2. Enterprises’ Industry 4.0 Readiness Based on Maturity Models
For evaluations on the enterprise level, that of individual enterprises, the situation differs from
that on the “macro” level. Here, no comparisons of a large number of enterprises are necessarily
involved, but rather evaluations, and often self-evaluations, regarding the stage of maturity at which a
given enterprise lies. This may be why maturity models dominate at this micro level (in contrast to the
macro level, where readiness indexes dominate).
These maturity models are produced at a variety of sites—on academic soil, at n consulting
companies, and at various levels of government. Twenty-two models were used for the drafting of this
article. Through a review of the literature, the following models were obtained and then analyzed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

RAMI 4.0 (The Reference Architectural Model Industry 4.0) from BITCON VDI/VDE, ZVEI
(Germany) [15];
Industry 4.0 Component Model–derived from RAMI 4.0 and oriented on information technology
(Germany) [16];
IMPULS (Industry 4.0 Readiness) from VDMA and RWTH (Germany) [17];
SIMMI 4.0 (System Integration Maturity Model Industry 4.0) from TU Dresden and TU Heilbronn
(Germany) [18];
M2DDM (Maturity Model for Data Driven Manufacturing) from University Stuttgart
(Germany) [19];
Digitalization Degree of Manufacturing Industry from Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen
(Germany) [20];
Industry 4.0 Maturity Model from the Austrian Fraunhofer and the Austrian Vienna University
of Technology (Austria) [21];
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Reifegradmodell Industrie 4.0 developed at the Fachhochschule Oberösterreich in collaboration
with Mechatronik-Clusters (Austria) [22];
Roadmap Industry 4.0 from University Caphenberg (Austria) [23];
Digital Maturity Model developed by the Swiss University of St. Gallen, in collaboration with
Crosswalk (Switzerland) [24];
DREAMY (The Digital Readiness Assessment Maturity Model) from Confindustria, Assoconsult
and the University of Politecnico di Milano (Italy) [25];
Industry 4.0 Readiness Evaluation for Manufacturing Enterprises from Academy of Science
Hungary (Hungary) [26];
Industrie 4.0 MM (Assessment model for Industry 4.0) from University Ankara (Turkey) [27];
An Industry 4 readiness assessment tool developed at the University of Warwic (The United
Kingdom) [28];
Stage maturity model in SME towards Industry 4.0 [29];
Industry 4.0/ Digital Operation Self-Assessment from Price Waterhouse Coopers [30];
APM Maturity Model (Asset Performance Management Maturity Model from Capgemini) [31];
The Connected Enterprise Maturity Model from Rockwell Automation [32];
Industrie 4.0 Maturity Model from Acatech Studie [33];
Firma4.cz from the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic [34];
Pathfinder 4.0 [35];
The Singapore smart industry readiness index developed by the Singapore Economic
Development Board, Singapore [36].

From this overview, it is clear that the vast majority of these models were produced in the last
two years, and moreover at a very diverse spectrum of workplaces, with examples being available
throughout Europe.
4. An Analysis of the Available Models and a Proposal for a Metamodel for Enterprises’ Industry
4.0 Readiness
One thing that is characteristic of the theoretical concepts of Industry 4.0 is the measurement
of the achieved level of maturity in various areas of information technologies’ penetration into
enterprise processes.
4.1. The Main Evaluating Dimensions and Scales Found in the Available Models
When evaluating analyzed models of enterprises’ maturity for Industry 4.0, one must take into
account the following attributes:

•

•

•

The scope of the evaluation—this is usually an enterprise-wide scope, but it can also be a focus
on a particular area, such as enterprise technologies, or perhaps on only enterprise IT and its
information systems;
Dimensions of the evaluation—usually, these dimensions are related to the evaluation’s scope (see
above), but they are also related to the depth of the evaluation, i.e., its amount of detail. Where
a high-detail evaluation focused exclusively on IT is involved, a large number of component
attributes can then be taken into account;
Evaluation scale—this sets the scope, degrees, and approach to enterprise maturity in the given
dimension, or to its evaluation of the enterprise overall.
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The main findings that we have acquired from the available maturity models show us that these
models are very comprehensive, and yet generally do not contain a detailed view, focusing instead on
enterprise-wide dimensions at the level of an enterprise’s top management, such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Strategy;
Leadership;
Corporate culture;
Human resources;
Technology.

Most models contain a “Technology” dimension, but its conception differs among them. Alongside
information technology, it also tends to contain technology for manufacturing, assembly, and logistics.
On the other hand, information technology in an enterprise is sometimes spread out into other
dimensions, such as:

•
•
•

Product digitalization;
Process digitalization;
Digital management.

In this context, it is surprising that, although the models we have analyzed do mention
the attributes of cross-sectional sub-dimensions, such as quality or the above-mentioned security
dimension, they only rarely elaborate them deeper. This means, to put it otherwise, that these
attributes can be a part of such dimensions of meaning as production, logistics, etc., but it is not typical
to perceive them as independent dimensions of meaning. If we were to think of this fact as a matrix,
then indeed dimensions of meaning would form one of its sides, while cross-sectional dimensions
would form the other.
The scales that are used for evaluation are largely based on the principle of evaluating levels that
are known from the traditional conception of maturity models, but digitalization scales and evaluations
of an enterprise as a whole are used by some of them as well.
From the standpoint of evaluating the specialization of Industry 4.0 maturity models, the models
we have evaluated are scattered along a wide spectrum on the range: from a model being
focused on an entire enterprise all the way to it being focused specifically on that enterprise’s
digitalization—concentrating on its information technologies. We could thus identify within maturity
models an analytical tool for evaluating an enterprise’s current state of Industry 4.0 readiness and
maturity, but some models also contained a guide to upcoming steps, within a certain “roadmap” for
transition to this enterprise conception.
Overall, our analysis on the macro and then on the micro level, i.e., on the level of readiness
indexes and further of maturity models, has shown that:

•

•
•
•
•
•

in the area of evaluation, no sector-wide solutions have been fully elaborated to date (e.g. for
automotive, food, or chemistry), and there are no solutions for various types of enterprises or that
take into account the specifics of small and medium enterprises (SME);
attributes of the IT dimension that are key for digitalization are not elaborated in the
individual models;
cross-sectional dimensions such as, e.g., the issue of security, which can also represent new risks
in the implementation of Industry 4.0, are not elaborated in the models;
many dimensions are not disjunct, but instead internally mutually repeat a view of a higher
enterprise level, in the spirit of a fractal approach [37];
it would be appropriate to fill in orders and degrees within the evaluation scales, e.g., based on
the work of professor Valenta, who works with null and even negative dimensions [38];
last but not least, certain states in principle cannot be maturity states, but only binary states.
Legislative recommendations concerning GDPR rules and the upholding of norms for Industry
4.0 are examples here.
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Our analysis also highlighted the fact that the question of whether it is better to approach and
view Industry 4.0 via a readiness index or instead via a maturity model is the wrong question. This is
because these two approaches are not in conflict, but rather, each one provides important information,
while drawing upon different data and conducting different processing of that data.
4.2. Proposal for a Metamodel for Evaluating Enterprise Readiness Within Industry 4.0
We have worked the results we obtained from our analysis into a proposal for a metamodel of the
evaluation of enterprise readiness in the context of Industry 4.0. The readiness indexes and models of
maturity for Industry 4.0 that were mentioned in this article and that are the subject of the analysis can
be organized together into a single shared metamodel that pictures them, including their individual
levels and attributes.
The levels are depicted in individual columns and represent the model’s top row. The attributes,
meanwhile, are in the corresponding row of the given level, in the corresponding column.
The model has seven levels overall, with each level gradually providing more details than the
previous one:
Level 1—initial level a current view of society (Society 4.0);
Level 2—an area of society (Industry 4.0 is one of them, Farming 4.0, Health 4.0 et al. are the
other);
Level 3—a sector within an individual area of society (for Industry 4.0, these can be, e.g.,
enterprises within the automotive, chemistry, electronics, or food industries; special attention
should be paid to small and medium enterprises);
Level 4—an enterprise as a whole;
Level 5—an area within an enterprise, which based on the analysis of models, could mostly be:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

technologies,
human resources,
strategies,
processes,
data,
security, etc.;

Level 6—dimensions within the enterprise area. For the above-mentioned area of technology:
a.
b.
c.

information technologies,
manufacturing technologies (additive manufacturing, 3D prints, predictive maintenance,
and robotization of assembly and welding),
handling and warehousing technologies (automated vehicles, drones, and handling robots);

Level 7—a sub-dimension within an individual dimension of an area of an enterprise, e.g.,
a detailed elaboration of information technologies can provide maturity-model views for:
a.

b.

Sub-dimensions of meaning: e.g., application software to support planning (such as ERP,
MES, or APS), decision-making support (BI, CI, AI), and support for sharing information,
product, and production-system digitalization (CAD, PLM);
Cross-sectional sub-dimensions: e.g. security, quality, connectivity, and integrability.
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There could be separate maturity models under this level 7 for sub-dimensions, like:
1.

meaning-oriented sub-dimensions:
ERP applications,
production planning,
workplace ergonomics;

2.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

security,
maintenance,
connectivity,
data and processes.

and cross-sectional sub-dimensions:

Table 2 gives a clear, overall view of the individual mutually connected levels of our metamodel
of enterprises’ readiness for Industry 4.0. Additionally, it has a “horizontal” line indicating the gradual
increasing of detail for the view of an enterprise’s readiness. Its “core,” meanwhile, lies in individual
maturity models. However, as the above-mentioned analysis has shown, these do not yet cover in
detail the areas of IT, enterprise architecture, security, and new risks.
Thus, new requirements for all forms of integration (horizontal integration, vertical integration,
and process and data integration) likewise lack a detailed description. Last but not least, potential new
demands placed upon management methods, such as those that arose, for example, at the beginning
of the deployment of extensive ERP systems in the early 1990s, when these deployments called forth a
wave of process management connected with process mapping and, above all, re-engineering, have
not been mapped out to date.
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Table 2. A metamodel of an enterprise’s readiness for Industry 4.0 within Society 4.0.
Number of
Metamodel Level

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Name of
Metamodel Level

Society

Area of society

Branch of area of
society

Enterprise

Area of enterprise

Dimension of enterprise
area

Subdimension of
enterprise area

Main trends

Society 4.0

Industry 4.0;
Farming 4.0;
Health 4.0;
Alma Mater 4.0;
and other

Automotive;
Electronic;
Food industry;
etc.

Industry 4.0

Technology;
Strategies;
Corporate culture;
Human resources

IT (Information
technology);
Manufacturing
technologies (3D);
Assembly and handling
technologies (robots)

ERP (Enterprise
information
systems)

Main readiness
indexes and
maturity models
within the given
level of the model

NRI index;
GCI index;
Roland Industry
4.0 Readiness
index

Maturity models
for areas such as
Industry 4.0 or
Farming 4.0 etc.

NA *

RAMI 4.0;
SIMMI 4.0;
IMPULS;
DDMI;
M2DDM;
and other
analyzed models

Degrees from
Basic
Digitalization to
Optimized Full
Digitalization or
from Outsider to
Top Performer

NA **

NA ***

Other trends are
connected with the
term “smart”:
smart city, smart
grid, smart home,
and smart parking

No suitable models
focused solely on a
particular sector or
branch of enterprises
have been published
so far

>20 Maturity
evaluation
models—see
Section 4

Note

IT technology can also be
divided up into:
horizontal integration;
vertical integration;
digital twins;
artificial intelligence

*: Room for further research of readiness for selected branch; **: Room for further research of technology readiness; ***: Room for detailed research of ERP readiness model, e.g.
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4.3. The Growing Importance of Security-Type Cross-Sectional Dimensions
The analyzed models also still pay too little attention to cross-sectional topics. For the future,
the most important attributes of the enterprise dimension will include, for example, the issue of
security risks connected with the use of information and communication technologies.
In his book dedicated to Industry 4.0, Marik states [39], “The safety and reliability of Industry 4.0
systems must be understood in a comprehensively systematic way—from data and communication security at
the lowest level, on through infrastructure reliability and security, on out to global system security at the level of
manufacturing plants or chains of them, including the upholding of individuals’ information privacy and of
intellectual property rights”.
Despite these proclamations, he devotes very little space to security itself. This dimension is
among those that are overlooked in the models we have studied. Cyber-security risks represent a
new challenge, as well as new risks with which we will have to come to terms with in the future.
Among the greatest of these is the danger of the creation of a false virtual reality—a digital image of
an enterprise system in which the information flows will not reflect actual material or energy flows.
This type of phenomenon can even lead to the collapse of an entire enterprise system, and also to a
loss of trust in enterprise information systems and the data stored within them.
The cyber-security risks addressed in the conception of Industry 4.0 security are mainly tied
to questions that are very narrowly technological—to the wireless transmission of data among
manufacturing and monitoring devices and to the individual sensors used for implementing the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), and in some cases, to personal data protection issues. The two
main areas, IIoT vs. data, have very different natures. While secure IIoT communication is a topic
for new research and the application of new technologies, the area of personal data security tends
to be more connected with the areas of process management and modeling. If we are to analyze the
areas within IIoT communication in more detail, this finds us running into the following areas of
cyber-security risks for communication among individual devices:

•

•

The security of the integrity of transferred and processed data influences the trustworthiness and
completeness of the data provided. The provider strives to ensure full data integrity such that the
integrity of the data during transfer cannot be disrupted in any way;
Jamming. There are two different aspects to this phenomenon. One of them is that of the jamming
of an individual sensor or device. This fact is often very closely connected with the frequency
band for data transfer, which can naturally disrupt the device. What is very important, however,
is that these devices are not be easy to jam. The second, significantly more important, defense is
against the jamming of the entire communication network. This kind of incident can have fairly
large effects on an enterprise as a whole and on its outputs.

Protection of an enterprise information system overall and of its assets within an information
security management system (ISMS), meanwhile, is an entirely different dimension. It is always the
case that a system’s security is only as strong, or as weak, as its weakest link.
The reliability and trustworthiness of the data that is gathered using sensors and stored in data
warehouses or lakes are further dimensions of today’s comprehensive conception of security. Here,
the problem’s contours are as follows: if a party happens to receive data that is distorted in some way
(a defective sensor, an imprecise temperature reading, etc.; for example, a sensor’s sensitivity is lower
than is required, a sensor has suffered wear and tear, or a drop in battery voltage has caused imprecise
measurements), its control system with firmly set, required values then guides the control system in
entirely the wrong direction. When artificial intelligence is also involved, this can even lead to the
destruction of the entire system.
5. Conclusions and Final Recommendations
At present, the term 4.0 is being given so much attention that it is even too much, as we can observe
in conference topics and frequencies. Even though the current digitalization trends are very striking,
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and their effect on all areas of human activity are undeniably large, a certain “distance” or detachment
is necessary. The technical sciences are better able to evaluate the matter within its exponential
growth than the social sciences are: the latter have been using, for example, the somewhat absolutist
designation “postmodern society” since back in the 1990s [40]. It can also be expected that sustainable
development and “green IT” [41], which dominated among the main topics at prestigious events as
recently as at the start of this decade, and which are both related to information and communication
technologies, have only temporarily been placed on the back burner.
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